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We have grown together as two premium national  
entrepreneurial brands, reaching coast-to-coast, providing  
first class services to Canadians.

The foundation of Rogers’ success is our rock solid wireless 
network that spans coast to coast and covers 94 per cent of  
the Canadian population. This LTE—4G wireless network is 
supported by a fibre optic and microwave backbone wholly 
owned, controlled and designed by Rogers. Rogers continually 
reinvests in network expansion to prevent congestion and ensures 
seamless uninterrupted communications.

The Royal LePage agent and broker are Mobile Road Warriors, 
and Rogers is there to provide the connectivity to improve 
efficiencies and quality. Our selection of Smartphone, Tablets  
and Mobile Hotspots allow unparalleled access to the Internet. 
Most of the tools and applications that you need and use daily  
can be managed on a Rogers mobile device.

Rogers is committed to ensuring Royal LePage agents and 
brokers have access to cutting edge real estate applications. 
The fully mobile electronic real estate transaction is here and can 
improve the efficiency and documentation flow for the agents 
and their clients. Every day there are new mobile tools being 
engineered specifically for the real estate industry. Rogers works 
closely with many of these application developers to confirm their 
functionality and to communicate new offerings with Royal LePage 
agents and brokers.

Rogers has recently launched new unlimited airtime bundles  
with great data and long distance options included. 

To access these programs please contact Steve Dunn at  
416-505-1717, email sdunn@uptownwireless.ca or you can  
order online at uptownwireless.ca/royallepage.

Rogers Communications is proud to have been  
your exclusive wireless provider for over 25 years!
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IS WHAT WE DO
Incredible reach

Royal LePage continuously invests in cutting edge technology that  
will transform how you work. With over 2 million visitors/month on the 

national website, mobile website and iPhone® app, we have generated 
almost 9,000 leads for our Royal LePage REALTORS®.

Maximize your earning potential.


